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English Language Arts
English/language arts class includes word study, the study of fiction and nonfiction texts. Students will analyze literary
elements of narrative texts. They will also examine informational text and the elements of this genre such as
organizational patterns and text features. Students will practice reading comprehension, vocabulary and personal
knowledge and experiences to the text. Students practice writing genres in both fiction and nonfiction. Time is spent
reviewing the writing process from drafting to final copy. Grammar, usage, and spelling are addressed through this
process. Through participation in the reading and writing workshop, students will apply essential speaking, listening, and
viewing skills. Technology is regularly incorporated into English/Language Arts.

Resource Rooms 6, 7, and 8: These classes are specifically for students with IEP goals in ELA.  The focus will be on
some of the same topics as the general education ELA class, along with skills from previous grades that have not been
mastered.

Mathematics
Shepherd Middle School students will be able to reason and communicate proficiently in mathematics.  Classes will be
problem centered to help students understand the deeper connections between math and everyday life.

6th Grade: will focus on factors and multiples, fraction understanding and operation, measurement, decimals and percents,
algebra, and statistics.

7th Grade: will focus on two-dimensional geometry, integers and rational numbers, similarity, ratios, rates, percents,
proportions, linear relationships, three-dimensional measurement, probability, expected value, making comparisons and
predictions.

8th Grade: will focus on relationships; linear and nonlinear, The Pythagorean theorem and the real number system,
exponents and exponent rules, solving equations, and linear systems of equations.

Algebra 1: Algebra I is a first course in the formal study of mathematical language and principle. Through algebra I,
knowledge and skills necessary for further mathematical study will be developed. Algebra I is a full year course
containing the study of the principles upon which the real number system is based. Integrating algebra and geometry
concepts, algebra I provides the mathematical content necessary to align with local, state, and national mathematics
curriculum guidelines. Algebra is an important study, which is fundamental to all science and technology as well as the
prerequisite to formal geometry and other future mathematics course.



Resource Rooms 6, 7, and 8: These classes are specifically for students with IEP goals in math.  The focus will be on
some of the same topics as the general education math class, along with skills from previous grades that have not been
mastered.

Science
6th Grade:  Sixth grade science is currently an integrated Science class.  During the year 6th grade focuses on:  metric
measurement, scientific process, the solid earth, physical science, ecology and the environment, engineering, and human
impact.

7th Grade:  Seventh grade science is currently an integrated Science class that focuses on: metric measurement, scientific
process, matter and energy, fluid earth, engineering, and the diversity of living things.

8th Grade: Eighth grade science is currently an earth science class. During the year 8th grade focuses on: metric
measurement, scientific process, earth in space, fluid Earth (weather and oceans), climate, erosion, solid earth, engineering
and  geologic time.

Social Studies
6th Grade: Western Hemisphere Geography

The sixth-grade social studies classes investigate the geography and history of the Western Hemisphere. Units covered
during the year include:

● Map Skills and Basic Geography – A review of map reading skills and the Five Themes of Geography
● The World – This unit investigates the physical and human characteristics of the Earth.
● Canada – This unit is an overview of the physical geography and the diverse cultures of Canada.
● Latin America - This unit is an overview of the physical features, natural resources and climate regions of Latin

America.  A study of the history of Latin America will be integrated into the unit.
● The Ancient World –This unit surveys important civilizations, events and people of the earliest eras of the ancient

world.

7th Grade: Eastern Hemisphere Geography

The seventh-grade geography classes investigate the geography and history of the Eastern Hemisphere. Units covered
during the year include:

● The World - This unit will review basic geography skills.
● Physical and Cultural Geography of Europe - This unit will focus on the continent of Europe and its political,

cultural, and geographic diversity.



● European History - an Overview - This unit will survey important civilizations, events and people of the early
Europe.

● North Africa, Southwest Asia, and Central Asia - Students will study the physical geography of northern Africa
and the near East.

● Africa: South of the Sahara - This unit focuses on the history and many cultures of Sub-Saharan Africa, in addition
to the physical geography and resources of the region.

● South Asia - This unit covers the physical geography of South Asia along with its climates, political boundaries,
and the culture and history of the region.

● East Asia and South East Asia - This unit covers the physical and cultural geography of Eastern and Southeastern
Asia.

8th Grade: Eastern United States History

The eighth-grade social studies classes investigate the early history of the United States from the Revolutionary period
through Reconstruction.  Units covered during the year include:

● Review of the Revolutionary War
● The U.S. Constitution
● The Jefferson Era and westward Expansion
● The Jackson Era and Manifest Destiny
● Reform Movements
● The Civil War and Reconstruction

Elective Courses
Art 6/7/8: In this introductory ART class, students will explore and create artworks in drawing, painting, printmaking,
technology, sculpture and ceramics. Students will learn associated vocabulary, use of tools, techniques, and processes
associated with each art medium. The foundational principles and elements of design in the visual arts will be taught.
Students are exposed and will respond to historical and/or contemporary artists and art styles per Unit Project. Students
will get a chance to present their artworks in class and exhibit them in the school. In this 12 week Trimester course,
students will be responsible for completing in-class work such as art critiques, assigned projects, as well as reading and
writing reflection assignments. Students will be graded on the 4-6 large Unit Projects they will complete in class.

Band 6/7/8: These year-long courses are designed for those who are willing to commit to a seven year experience.  There
are three Middle School Band classes offered.  Each class builds on one another.  6th grade band is for the beginning band
student.  Students are not expected to know anything about their instrument and/or playing music to sign up.  Instruction
begins in the summer time prior to the start of the school year.  We work mostly on instrument/performing basics for a
solid foundation.  Students will perform in two concerts each year for family and friends.  7th grade band is for students
who have completed the first year.  We work at an intermediate level.  We pick up where we left off the previous year.
Students begin to develop a deeper sense of musicianship. In addition to our regular two concerts, students will have the
opportunity to experience solo and ensemble, and possibly band and orchestra festival.  8th grade band is for the advanced



middle school student.  At this level, students begin their musicianship training geared towards high school.  We work to
refine technique and head knowledge.  These students have the same opportunities as the younger levels. In addition, they
may be selected for honors band.  If the schedule allows, they may participate in marching.

Choir: Students that are enthusiastic about singing and would like to sing in an ensemble are invited to be members of the
SMS choir program. The focus of this introductory vocal music program is to help students to improve and enhance their
own skills, and to be active contributors to the performance ensemble. Ensemble skills such as focusing on and following
the conductor are fundamental to understanding the musical elements and expressive qualities within the music. The
curriculum fosters skills in sight-reading, ear-training, and the ability to read and understand the written musical page
through the study of music theory and music history. Emphasis is placed on vocal technique and breath control and
expressive musicianship with technical accuracy.

Computers and Careers: Students in computers classes use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage
projects, solve problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources. Students also work to
improve the touch typing method of the alphabet, number, and symbol keys, and to improve typing speed and accuracy,
word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation application skills. Throughout the process of learning technology
operations and concepts, students will also focus on digital citizenship and the exploration of Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics (S.T.E.A.M.) resources. In addition, students will utilize Career Cruising to assist
with career research and planning.

Drama: Students will learn the elements of performing in a play. Students will learn the basics of the preparation and
operation of the various equipment in the Auditorium related to the performing Arts. Students would be expected to
demonstrate technical know-how, as well as ability to make decisions and handle individual responsibility in relation to a
performance.

Technology Education (Tech Ed): This class will give you a better understanding of technology and how it impacts our
world.  We will do many hands on projects that are related to science, technology, engineering and math. Examples
include designing and flying paper airplanes to see which designs fly the best, how fast, and how far, designing aluminum
foil boats to test buoyancy and what type of design holds the most weight, designing and drafting houses on paper and
with a computer, pixel drawings to learn about the importance of pixels, and much, much more!

Industrial Education: 6th Grade Materials Exploration: This course is an exploratory course allowing the student a chance
to follow the steps in changing raw material to a finished product. The three primary materials used are wood, leather, and
plastics. Students will be guided in developing and following a drawing and procedure sheet. Review of measuring skills
and proper tool identification and use is also a part of this class.

Industrial Education: 7th Grade Introduction to Design and Production: In this course students will follow directions and
procedures for planning and building a CO2 dragster to set specifications. They will begin with basic designing, drawing,
and blueprint reading. After instructions on hand tools and some power tools, they will build a prototype and then a wood



dragster. The dragster will race in a classroom competition. Students will also work on basic multi view worksheets and
CAD operations as part of drafting exploration.

Industrial Education: 8th Grade Woodworking: In this course students will learn basic woodworking skills, machine, and
tool operations  taking  raw material and changing it into a finished product. Students will be guided through correct
machine operation and safety, following a project plan, and creating projects. Projects include: Turning wood pens,
building isometric cutting boards,and a dowel joint picture frame.

Spanish: This class is designed for students with little to no Spanish knowledge and will allow students to communicate at
a beginning level in Spanish listening, speaking, reading, and writing.  Students will receive a general introduction to
Spanish cultures while learning how to adequately express themselves in the Spanish language.   Students will have the
opportunity to earn a credit towards the world languages high school graduation requirement.

Spanish II: Spanish II has the same format of Spanish I, but with more emphasis on conversation and vocabulary
development. Along with oral work, time will be devoted to the study of people in Spain, Central and South America and
their history, geography, and culture. All students who complete Spanish I are urged to take Spanish II since it takes two
years to cover the grammar of any language and to acquire a sound basic understanding of the language.

Physical Education/Fitness
Students will build upon the following objectives over the course of their middle school years to be active, enjoy a healthy
physical lifestyle, and build their skills in lifelong fitness and character:

● demonstrates competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities
● demonstrates understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to learning and

performance of physical activities
● participates regularly in lifelong physical activity
● achieves and maintains a health-enhancing level of physical fitness
● exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings
● values physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

Health
Students in this class will engage in a variety of topics to improve upon the objectives below. Topics include: Mental
Health; Alcohol, Tobacco, and other drugs; Reproductive Health; Safety; Violence and Abuse; and Nutrition.

● apply health promotion and disease prevention concepts and principles to personal, family, and community health
issues.

● access valid health information and appropriate health promoting products and services.
● practice health enhancing behaviors and avoid or reduce health risks.
● analyze the influence of family, peers, culture, media, and technology on health.
● use goal setting skills to enhance health.
● use decision-making skills to enhance health.
● demonstrate effective interpersonal communication and other social skills which enhance health.



● demonstrate advocacy skills for enhanced personal, family, and community health.

Advisory    “Blue 45”
2019-2020

The Shepherd Middle School “Advisory” system is a designated period of time (45 minutes) scheduled every day each
week where various programs are designed and delivered to enhance the curricular experiences of our students.
Advisories run trimester cycles, with students being possibly assigned to a different program in each cycle.  Each advisory
is facilitated by a certified instructor.  Student placement and Blue Jay 45 design is based on comprehensive data analysis.
Offered advisory programs are consistently modified to fit the needs of students and staff.  The adaptable, fluid nature
allows the advisory system to have the most immediate curricular impact possible.  Blue Jay 45 courses include, but are
not limited to:

Core Content Curricular Interventions- Math and ELA Grades 6,7,8
Students placed in special education or general education curricular intervention advisories are identified through various
types of formative and summative assessment data. Students receive individualized skill development assistance based on
their identified deficiencies.  Each rotation is kept at approximately 8-10 students to provide for high volumes of
individualized assistance.

Study Skills Grades 6,7,8
Study skills or study techniques are critical to success in school, are essential for acquiring good grades, and useful for
learning throughout one’s life.  This advisory will provide students with instruction and practice in organizing and taking
in new information, retaining information, and preparing for assessments.

Building Tomorrow’s Leaders Grades 6,7,8
The focus of this advisory would be to provide students with the opportunity to learn leadership skills. The curriculum
would be adapted from the Building Tomorrow’s Leaders curriculum.

Choir/Music Production Grades 6,7,8
The focus of this vocal music program is to help students to improve and enhance their own skills. The curriculum fosters
skills in sight-reading, ear-training, and the ability to read and understand the written musical page through the study of
music theory and music history. Emphasis is placed on vocal technique and breath control and expressive musicianship
with technical accuracy.

Drama
Grades 7,8
Students will learn the elements of performing in a play. Students will learn the basics of the preparation and operation of
the various equipment in the Auditorium related to the performing Arts. Students would be expected to demonstrate
technical know-how, as well as ability to make decisions and handle individual responsibility in relation to a performance.



Fitness for Life/Weight Training
Grades 6,7,8
The purpose of this class is to expose students to a healthy lifestyle through weight training and various physical activities.
Each student will be given a well thought out knowledge of weightlifting and exercise routines that promote life-long
fitness. This class will also incorporate an educational experience that will allow students to participate in activities that
will allow them the opportunity to release tension and stress in a competitive nature with their peers.

Current Events/Leadership
Grades 6,7,8
This class will concern itself with the modern world and the issues and problems that we encounter.  We will examine
modern cultures, government systems, religions and economics.  We will then analyze how these factors play into the
world as we know it today.

Robotics
Grades 6,7,8
MS Maker Space will explore many topics that are STEM related.  Robotics, 3D printers and printing, radio controlled
electronics, 3D video and several other topics are covered.  This class is very hands on and open to exploring the newest
and coolest tech items as they are developed.


